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In a state of oblivion

The most important historical site that glorifies the East India Company’s first defeat in Asian soil granting Nepal’s eternal independent status is in

the state of oblivion. Although popular folk song “Sindhuli Gadhi Ghumera Herda” by the late folk singer Krishna Bahadur Thapa attempts to

immortalize the famous fort, it has been reduced to rubbles. This derelict place, having the potential to be one of the leading tourist attractions, has

sought attention once again after the construction of Banepa-Sindhuli highway.

EIC (East India Company) began in the West Indies as an enterprise of London businessmen, founded in 1600 as “Governor and Company of

Merchants of London Trading”, for valuable spice trade. The company felt the necessity of having its own military and administrative departments,

and became the imperial power in its own right at the end of the 18th century.

While establishing trade in Asia and the Middle East, EIC also occupied huge territories. In this context, we can safely argue that the motive behind

its expedition to Nepal was purely commercial. It is also backed by many historians including the most comprehensive account of Kinloch’s

expedition in the Nanda Lal Chatterji’s 1938 article, "A Forgotten English Expedition" against Prithivi Narayan Shah. The lucrative Himalayan and

trans-himalayan trade in the mid-18th century composed of cotton, silk, salt and rare articles such as musk, yak tails, elephant tusks, rock oil,

cassia, honey, borax and wax. The market of timber and gold with Bengal was also flourishing.

Prithivi Narayan Shah was aware of EIC’s soaring dominance in Bengal which necessitated building strong bulwarks in Nepali hills to watch and

defend armored English soldiers during their ascent. This also called for the consorted force through unification of numerous rulers in Nepal as

indicated in “The role of fear in the unification of Nepal (June, 1974)” by Dr. Ludwig F. Stiller. The material and cultural wealth locate in Kathmandu

valley was also the powerful enticement for hill dwellers.

Shah is portrayed as expansionist by recent writers. In “The Issue of National Integration of Nepal (1996)”, Krishna B. Bhattachan and Kailash N.

Pyakuryal blame him for enacting brutal colonization of various peoples in Nepal. In “Expedition to Nepal Valley, The Journal of Captain George

Kinloch” by Yogesh Raj, there are Kinloch's accounts which mentions about village folks in Terai (Janakpur) frequently being rifled by their restless

mountaineer neighbors. Irrespective of how Shah is judged and characterized, no one can deny his active contribution to Nepal’s independence.

Gorkhalis, under Prithivi Narayan Shah’s leadership, conquered Nuwakot, northeastern entry point to Kathmandu valley en route to Tibet, the forts

in Makwanpur, and Dhulikhel in 1744, 1762, and 1763 respectively, which gave them authority over the trade with Tibet and Bengal. As a

consequence, the grumble from the discontent merchants and traders reached Fort Williams - a fort built in Calcutta on the Eastern Banks of River

Hooghly during the early years of the Bengal Presidency of British India.

When Gorkhalis captured Kirtipur in March 1766 and Prithivi Narayan Shah infiltrated into it in October, Jaya Prakash Malla, the last king of

Kantipur, sent envoy to EIC on March 1767 for the latter's assistance to counteract Gorkhali force. Prithivi Narayan Shah must have been abreast

of it as evident by the contemporary records, the letter of Prithivi Narayan Shah to Thomas Rumfold, who was the Chief of the Provincial council in

Patna and superior to Captain Kinloch who approved his expedition to Nepal. The content revealed his willingness to visit Patna to negotiate the

trade settlement provided that the English assured his safety. According to renowned historian Baburam Acharya, it was the Gorkhali king’s way of

assessing English plan and befuddling them. The Rumfold’s letter dispatched to Calcutta quoted in Chaudhari’s “Anglo-Nepalese Relations, Select

Committee Proceedings Vol 1,197-198”, asked for small force to besiege Gorkhali territories and reduce Gorkhali Raja to submission under the

pretext of entire disruption of the trade. It indicates to the letter from Shah that hints at his apprehension of EIC assistance to the Kantipur king.

Kinloch’s mission was approved on July 21, 1767 and he was leading more than 2400 men along with their women and servants. He did survey the
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Kinloch’s mission was approved on July 21, 1767 and he was leading more than 2400 men along with their women and servants. He did survey the

route and available topographical details and got acquainted with political development of Nepal via Nepali representatives, Mukutananda and Fakir

Ramadas. He also made pre-arrangement of ration through Chaudhary for the uncharted route from Janakpur to Kathmandu.

Previously, Patna council had sent George Hurst to enquire about Nepal’s valuable forests and their products. Kinloch’s journal also described the

wildly inhabited dense jungles he had never seen before. His account details trees ranging from 14 to 30 ft in trunk, lofty, straight, and well grown,

generally from 2-4 feet in diameter enough to supply the whole Empire of India, if there had been water conveyance. The few forest product names

he scribbled in his journal are furniture from sisau (Dalbergia sisoo), boats from sal or sakhuwa (Shorea robusta), beams from satisal (Dalbergia

latifolia), aroma from teak (Tectona grandis) besides the mention of plenty of haritaki (Combretaceae Terminalia). He also made reference to Nepali

mountains abound with Iron and Copper, and their inaccessibility due to the distance from rivers. It is, therefore, apparent that the forest and

natural resources of Nepal were evaluated for their worth during the expeditions. It can be put forward as an evidence for British’s nonchalance to

occupy Nepal who later confiscated almost 1/3rd of Nepali territories including huge parts of Terai in the west through Sugauli Treaties in 1815-

1816.

Kinloch’s Nepal expedition began on August 26, 1767 and marched towards Mahua, Bihar. In the absence of big boats, from the start they faced

challenges to cross the big Gandak along with their arms and food supplies. The incessant violent rain for three days caused many people sick and

14 of them deserted right away. They also had to mend the route to Janakpur; the swampy trails made the march even longer. They reached

Janakpur on September 14, the expedition delayed by two days.

Kinloch described the people of Janakpur as timorous and harmless. The villagers being poor promised to provide them whatever they could supply

if they were guaranteed of their protection. So, in the absence of consignment from Chaudhary, they had to manage 28 Coss of entirely

uninhabited patch of jungle with scanty supplies.

Builders and sepoys had to cut road through the jungle for the guns and artillery. The camping near small rivulet with excellent water became costly

when it violently surged due to unanticipated heavy rain. Not only Kinloch got carried away for 25 yards and luckily brought to safety, the baggage

was gone, 15 stands of ammunitions were lost, magazines and grains got spoiled, and few men drowned.

Kinloch ordered Lieutenant Hoggan and surgeon Loggan to command their party of Sepoys and Builder to Sidley (Sindhuli) fort. They were

struggling with limited baggage to sleep on and insufficient provisions. On top of that, they had to cross navel-high rapid Kamala river about 32

times and carried down by its strong current, where they lost another 4 stands of arms.

The narrow passage through high mountains with thick jungle to Sindhuli fort prevented the horses and elephants from ascending. The account

from Hoggan in the journal narrated about the feet wounds from the spikes set up on the path and shower of arrows and stones hurled from the

redoubt on the top of the hill by Gorkhalis. The heavy fires as a counterattack from the lower end of the hill by English Sepoys, however, made

them abandon the redoubt. Unprepared, British met great loss - few dead, many wounded including Logan who got a blow on his head and his

finger was mutilated when he tried to return over the palisade after his unhappy officers and sepoys backed off. It was later investigated that the

clamoring of the disconsolate sepoys was not only the result of food shortage but was fuelled by Moon Singh, the zemindar (officer).

When Kinloch met wounded Hogan on the hill, he planned the attack from three sides after taking the proper view of the fort. They reached the

mountain in 2 hours before daybreak on September 23, 1767 with little noise and confusion before Gorkhalis discovered them. So, they took the

place within an hour uprooting 80 brave and resolute soldiers. English side had few killed and many injured. This Dumanna pass became fatal for

British because of the unreliable logistics from Fakir who suggested that it would mostly be unguarded. Most importantly, British had very little

knowledge of the terrain as evident from Kinloch’s wild expression of being in the height he had never been, already crossing highest and wildest in

the highland of Scotland.

Gorkhalis had guarded every passable part of the jungle. According to the letter of Ensign Hardy to Kinloch, his men were attacked by the shower

of stones on the steep rocky hill, an adjacent mountain that overtopped Dummana. British Sepoys could neither keep their feet or use their hands.

Hence they suffered huge loss. They found the region almost impregnable. Kinloch also noticed serpentine path with several fallen trees

obstructing the path. Hardy who gave the account of his encounter with the body of chosen Gorkhali troops from Kirtipur intended for the defense

of Sindhuli which chimes with the Nepali Chronicle cited by Baburam Acharya.

Assessing the current situation and taking suggestion from Fakir, Kinloch regrouped five companies under Hoggan targeting alternate route to

Kathmandu via Hariharpur pass crossing Bagmati river with 6 days of provision. He ordered Ensign Woodman to divert the attention of the

Gorkhalis by erecting redoubt for the safe passage to Hoggan’s battalion. Hence, there is no indication of British being defeated at Sindhuli Gadhi

as reported in Nepali chronicles. However, the unexpected resistance at Sindhuli Gadhi from resolute and brave Gorkhalis, dispirited them a big

time.

The famine made English soldiers extremely vociferous. They started eating roots and plantain trees. The bridge making over flooded river after

heavy rain was no picnic. Kinloch’s people felt the effect of the water after being flushed and most of them including Kinloch himself got ill He

suffered a violent, delirious fever. Builders, Collies, Lascars along with many Sepoys deserted him. Kinloch thought the possibility of returning to

Janakpur but appraised the loss of at least three fourth on the way. So, he decided to stay there waiting for their fate. The account of Havildar and
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seven of the Sepoys fallen in with the body of the Gorkhalis in Hariharpur pass and the ongoing extensive works on redoubts there tremendously

disheartened them. Ensign Woodman reported about the restless sepoys showing inclination to go away. Many people started taking ill and die.

Though there is no account of mosquito except the ubiquitous noisy “Chinga”, the illness may have been attributed to malaria infested valleys.

Kinloch kept record of the day count of the famine, and the last he stated was the 13th day when he was severely ill. On October 17, 1767, he

described about being alarmed by the tumult of fleeing sepoys. He might have reflected on all the bitter events - Chaudhary’s delayed and under-

supplied consignment of grains, Fakir’s misleading information, Moon Singh’s attempt to instigate insurgency against the British, and broken

promise of help from Jaya Prakash Malla. He ended his journal with the last incomplete sentence “It being in Dead of Night, and matter carried this

far with such secrecy, I had reason to apprehend the worst of Consequences and never doubted but it was general”.

Whatever were the circumstances that led to the fate of Kinloch and his people, Gorkhalis did persevere in the fight against armored English;

relying only on their preliminary weapons, Gorkhalis successfully thwarted the EIC's mission. So, this was definitely the important Gorkhali victory

that disheartened British and became instrumental in Nepal’s independence. This obligates Nepalis to preserve Sindhuli Gadhi along with many

such places of historical importance. Importantly, surrounded with scenic beauty, such forts could be great tourist attractions and can contribute to

country’s economy. Captain Kinloch did inscribe in his journal about Nepal’s unseen terrains and abundant resources, which are still either

untapped or underutilized.


